Many of us watch sporting events on television and sometimes we attend games. We occasionally go to a shopping mall or to a movie or concert and since we are security professionals, we are always security conscious about what is going on around us and are observant for individuals exhibiting suspicious or dangerous behavior. Almost instinctually, we are able to mentally conduct a quick risk analysis to ensure our safety and the safety of those around us.

Terrorism has turned event planning into a critical operation (and many times a headache) for law enforcement and security managers. The authors of Managing Critical Incidents and Large-Scale Event Security have a unique way of breaking down the overall planned operation into smaller tasks that come together to complete a well-organized and safe event.

Based on our opinions and also other reviews, we give Managing Critical Incidents and Large-Scale Event Security FIVE stars.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

“The authors provide the most current and effective resources for managing special events and critical incidents. The book relies heavily on case studies and after-action reports that examine the lessons learned from a multitude of previous events and incidents. Additionally, the text identifies and examines Best Practices to provide the reader with a variety of checklists and planning tools.”

Amazon.com
“This book delivers sound advice, providing readers with several checklists for effective training and management of such events.”
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